
Abstract
 “The Protocol of Vengeance in Viking-age Scandinavia” seeks to discuss the importance 
of honor and the established structure of revenge in Northern Europe, namely Iceland, between 
the 9th and 10th centuries. In spite of both modern and contemporaneous portrayals of a violent 
people without law, the aim of this paper is to demonstrate the specifi c cases in which Viking 
society condoned and employed violence. To this effect, the paper will use particular examples 
from several major sagas, the only written records of pre-Christian Scandinavia, to outline the 
precise nuances of violence that corresponded with particular circumstances and stature of the 
individuals involved.
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• Th e abstract also establishes the type of primary resources used as evidence
 and where secondary critical material was found.

• Supply six to ten key words to enhance on-line search engines in the event 
 material would be published. 

• Th e fi nal product should be between 100 to 150 words.
• See page 489 of A Writer’s Reference for a secondary example.
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